GERMANY REPEATS FORMER PLEDGES

Right to Sink Armed Ships Maintained.

MOTIVE OF VESSELS IS ISSUE

Americans on Craft at Owe Risk—Mr. Lansing.

BRITISH WORD AWAITED

Monmouthshire's Right to Defend Solved Ely by State Department — No Action on Attack in Different.

GERMANY REPEATED FORMER PLEDGES

3 CO-EDS OUT OF 23 HAVE GOOD FEET

NOT ONE OF KitWORLDS LIVE HAS PERFECT FREE LINE

DIAZ TO LEAD NEW REVOLT IN MEXICO

General Diaz American Secret Service.

EXILES TO BE MET IN CUBA

Neutral State of Goana is to Be Called to Arms.

25,000 TROOPS AVAILABLE

People Already Object of Cuban Attack to Force Recognition of His Fears Government—Sees Friends Privately Engaged.

Germans, Held at Verdun, Gain in Champagne.

Both Sides Lose Heavily

TEUTONS ADVANCE OVER 1,600-YARD FRONT IN CHAMPAGNE AND ATTACK IN WEST.

FIGHTING IS HAND-TO-HAND

Carnage Around Ancient Fort Fiji—Document Is Center at Battling.

LONDON, Feb. 28.—Attack of the German forces at the battle for the fortress is still raging today. The French forces, according to official estimates, are at the point of encirclement. The French have cause to expect further attacks from the German forces, which are reported to be strong in numbers.

The French forces, it is reported, are being supplied with fresh troops and ammunition. The French are reported to be holding their own, but the situation is critical.
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